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Abstract—We develop a mixed integer linear program (MIP) to plan daily flying and maintenance for a 

small fleet (e.g., a squadron) of military aircraft for a planning horizon of up to 30 days.  Our aircraft 

maintenance prescriptions include regular inspections (every few days for one day at a time) and phased 

maintenance (every few hundred flying hours, for extended periods of several days).  Aircraft may be 

inducted into phased maintenance over a range of completed flying hours.  Plans should ideally maintain 

an orderly or ‘staggered’ distribution of flight hours on the squadron’s aircraft to avoid aircraft queuing for 

maintenance.  Other considerations include minimum and maximum daily flying hours for each flying 

aircraft, limited daily maintenance man-hours, ensuring a minimum number of daily spare aircraft (an aircraft 

is a spare if it is able to fly but is not assigned flight hours), and limiting the number of consecutive days 

that a serviceable aircraft does not fly.  The MIP objective expresses penalties associated with not meeting 

requirements for flying rates (for the squadron, each aircraft and each day), phased maintenance inductions, 

and retaining an appropriate squadron flight hour stagger.  We use 16 realistic test cases that vary squadron 

sizes, planning horizons, flying requirements and initial conditions to demonstrate the MIP’s practical value 

for fleet planners.  Overall, the MIP provides good solutions within a one-hour time limit, with almost half 

of the cases providing optimal solutions and five of those in less than one minute.  For larger test cases 

without proven optimal solutions within one hour, we apply a heuristic that partitions the squadrons into 

subsets of equal size.  This heuristic provides solutions to all remaining test cases within one hour with 

combined objective values equal to or close to the best known solution.  Sample figures illustrate the flying 

and maintenance plan in a form suitable for use by fleet planners. 
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Introduction 

Managing a fleet of aircraft is a difficult task.  Managing a fleet of military aircraft is arguably even more difficult.  

Acquiring a new fleet of aircraft is typically done progressively over a period of years.  For larger military fleets, the aircraft 

are allocated to various squadrons.  At various times, aircraft (indeed, entire squadrons) may be deployed to operational 

areas where they are likely to be utilised at a higher tempo.  Depending on the operational environment, these deployments 

may cause issues in addition to increased use. For example, naval helicopters with metallic airframes have greater exposure 

to salt-laden corrosive environments while embarked on ships.  At other times, aircraft may be at their home base and 

used for training purposes, generally flying at a lower rate-of-effort than in operational areas.  Sometimes, aircraft are 

deployed from a home base for exercises for specified periods (e.g., one month) to allow further training for crews in a 

particular expertise or environment.  Once the aircraft reaches life-of-type (e.g., a specified maximum number of flying 

hours), they are withdrawn from service.  Commensurate with their introduction, this withdrawal is also ideally performed 

in a phased way, to allow for the phased introduction of a new replacement fleet. 

A military aircraft has various types of scheduled maintenance applied over its life: regular inspections (e.g., short daily 

inspections or longer weekly inspections); phased or operational maintenance (e.g., every few hundred flying hours, for 

days or weeks at a time); and depot maintenance (e.g., every few years for months at a time).  Due to the extended 

downtime, depot maintenance may also include additional time to incorporate modifications or aircraft upgrades.  In addition, 

unscheduled maintenance can cause major problems with fleet availability, and while many incidents can be repaired 

quickly, others may result in aircraft being unable to fly for extended periods.   

Fleets are expected to provide support in emergency situations.  For example, in Australia, the government requested 

military assistance to search for Malaysian Airlines flight MH370 (Spooner, 2014).  When such support is not forthcoming, 

these failings are not well received.  An infamous instance happened in 2011 when the Australian Government wished to 
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send an amphibious ship to support relief efforts following a severe tropical cyclone in north-eastern Australia.  Despite 

three ships being in the fleet, none were available at the time (“Stephen Smith coy on Navy fleet’s readiness,” 2011).  A 

similar situation was reported with a battalion of US Army UH-60 Blackhawk helicopters following the Bosnian conflict 

in the mid-1990s (Pippin, 1998).  The fleet had reported sufficiently high levels of fully mission capable (FMC) aircraft.  

However, when the time came to deploy, only 9 of the 24 aircraft had the required residual flying hours (i.e., flying hours 

remaining until their next phased service) for deployment.  Because the percentage of FMC aircraft was considered the 

primary measure, the problem was not identified earlier.  This inability to deploy the required number of aircraft was 

“directly attributable to a lack of flight hour allocation management within the battalion.”  

In addition to responding to emergent requirements, a fleet and its squadrons must remain operationally viable by 

maintaining currency for existing aircrews and conducting training for new aircrews.  This viability has several measures 

but can be summarised by monthly and annual flying hours requirements.  Fleet planners and managers are highly challenged 

in balancing these potentially conflicting requirements across all aircraft in a fleet. 

Given these many factors, fleet planning is undertaken at various timescales.  Short-term planning (e.g., over one 

month) focuses primarily on daily issues.  Medium-term planning (e.g., over a few years) focuses on issues that include 

deployments, the depot maintenance schedule, and maintaining a balance of flying hours across the fleet and each squadron 

(and thus the issue of when aircraft should be rotated between squadrons).  Long-term planning (over the life of the fleet) 

must also consider the balancing of flying hours and depot maintenance/major modification programs, in order to prepare 

for a phased withdrawal when life-of-type is reached.  If aircraft have accumulated too many or too few flying hours 

compared to the rest of the fleet, this may respectively lead to the early retirement of aircraft, or the retirement of 

under-utilised aircraft. 

Short-Term Planning Considerations 

When developing a short-term plan for a fleet squadron, several factors need to be considered.  Firstly, the squadron must 

achieve its flying requirements each day and over the planning horizon.  This is to ensure that ongoing requirements are 

met.  Examples may be to ensure that aircrew move appropriately through the training cycle, or to prepare crews for 

upcoming deployments.   

We define an aircraft as being serviceable if it is able to fly and thus accumulate flying hours (in this work we make no 

distinction between whether an aircraft may be fully mission capable or partially mission capable as we are not modelling 

particular mission types).  An aircraft is defined as being unserviceable when it is in scheduled or unscheduled maintenance.  

Appropriate scheduled maintenance, such as regular inspections and phased maintenance, must be performed as aircraft 

fall due for such services.  For phased maintenance, there is a range of flying hours over which such inductions may be 

permitted.  However, late inductions have consequences: they must be approved by maintenance managers, and the next 

induction must be early.  When inducted, there is a list of maintenance items with a known planned number of maintenance 

man-hours (mmh) for completion.   

A key component of properly managing a fleet is to ensure that there is a regular flow of aircraft in and out of maintenance.  

Fleet managers wish to avoid the situation where individual aircraft (also known as ‘tails’) are queued up for maintenance, 

resulting in aircraft being ‘dead’ with no available flying hours and no available maintenance slot.  Therefore, fleet managers 

may have various guidelines that indicate how many flying hours remain on each aircraft before their induction, and can 

thus identify ‘floggers’ and ‘resters’: i.e., the aircraft that need to be flown more or less over the upcoming period. 

Other issues also need to be considered.  It is preferable to have spare serviceable aircraft on any given day.  If unscheduled 

maintenance arises unexpectedly on a serviceable aircraft that was part of the daily flying plan, the spare aircraft can 

replace it.  Additionally, keeping aircraft flying is to be encouraged, so instances where aircraft that are serviceable but 

not flying (i.e., idle aircraft) should not be allowed to continue for extended periods. 

Literature Review 

While the literature in the field of civilian aviation fleet management is vast, research into military aircraft fleet management 

is still nascent.  Managing a fleet of military aircraft has different requirements as previously established: e.g., maximizing 

the availability of the fleet; meeting flying requirements to enable appropriate training of aircrew; being able to provide 

aircraft when called upon in emergency situations such as natural disasters; etc.  While cost is an issue to be considered, 

minimizing cost or maximizing profit is typically not the objective, as it is for civilian airline operations. 
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Most military aircraft fleet management work in the literature examines planning and scheduling problems over 

timeframes of weeks or months.  These papers have used deterministic mixed-integer linear programs (MIPs).  Early efforts 

include the MIP by Sgaslik (1994) for management of the 45 Bell UH-1D helicopter fleet of the German Army.  This MIP 

prescribes an annual plan that minimises the sum of various elastic penalties (such as balancing hours across the fleet, 

meeting planned hours each month or complying with maintenance capacity), while a short-term system seeks to minimise 

penalties: for example, not choosing a high-priority helicopter, or choosing one that takes a long time to turnaround.  Pippin 

(1998) develops a MIP to minimise the deviation from the ‘goal line’ for a fleet of US Army helicopters.  The ‘goal line’ 

shows the tail number for each available aircraft against the hours remaining until phased maintenance, sorted from most 

to least, as a guide to try to ensure a smooth flow of aircraft into maintenance.  Pippin (1998) excludes maintenance capacity 

and does not explicitly include time steps.   

A series of recent papers has extended Pippin’s work.  For example, Kozanidis et al. (2010) seek to maximise the 

availability of an aircraft wing in generating a monthly plan for six months.  They define maximum availability as 

maximizing the residual flight time.  They use both a MIP and a heuristic method based on an aircraft flowchart in 

minimizing deviations from the goal line.  Kozanidis et al. (2012) extend their initial effort by also considering maintenance 

planning in addition to the flying planning.  More recently, Gavranis and Kozanidis (2015) have developed an exact solution 

for this problem formulation by exploiting the limited number of combinations whereby aircraft can enter and exit phased 

maintenance.  However, while this work focusses on maximizing the availability/residual flight time, it does not seek to 

enforce the flying hour ‘stagger’.  Verhoeff et al. (2015) utilise a MIP to consider availability (of an aircraft over the planning 

horizon), serviceability (by their definition, i.e., when an aircraft is not in phased maintenance) and sustainability (total residual 

flight time) weekly over a 52 week planning horizon.  The objective is to maximise the minimum sustainability. 

Hahn & Newman (2008) also use a MIP to generate an optimal weekly plan for a 12 week period for a fleet of US 

Coast Guard helicopters.  The plan includes deployments and phased maintenance requirements.  The objective is to 

minimise the movement of helicopters between areas (e.g., deployed or non-deployed) as well as penalties for not meeting 

flying requirements.  Due to the difficulties with solution times for larger fleet sizes, Winata (2011) extends this work to 

also consider heuristic approaches.  Among a range of approaches, Cho (2011) also uses a MIP formulation to generate a 

twice-daily plan for a fleet of 15 aircraft over a one year planning horizon while minimizing the maximum number of aircraft 

in maintenance.  Aircraft may be inducted into phased maintenance early (above a prescribed minimum).  Further constraints 

assign aircraft to within a designated position at the end of the planning horizon to enforce a stagger-type formation.  

However this paper considers only two fixed sortie types.  For longer-term planning, Steiner (2006) develops a complicated 

heuristic to generate a flying and maintenance plan for up to 50 aircraft for 5 years.  The intent is to minimise the overall 

number of maintenance items (e.g., merging calendar-based and flying hours-based maintenance) and distributing the flying 

and maintenance requirements evenly over time. 

Additional papers specifically address aircrew training and workforce levels in the context of fleet planning.  Hohzaki 

et al. (2011) use a MIP to generate a one-week schedule including flying and simulator training, with the objective to 

minimise the maximum number of assigned flights per day and level the number of skill-training flights across the week.  

Aircraft maintenance is not included in this work.  Safaei et al. (2011) use a MIP to maximise the availability of aircraft 

for a number of ‘waves’ over a 24 hour period.  Three types of maintenance are represented: flight checks, minor faults 

and major faults; along with three types of technician trades.  The goal is to maximise fleet availability for entry waves, 

with workforce size and type (e.g., the number of technicians) constraints.   

Other papers have explicitly considered randomness in their fleet modelling.  Most prominently, a series of papers have 

applied various techniques to analyse fleet management issues in the Finnish Air Force.  These are summarised in Mattila 

et al. (2008).  They develop a discrete-event simulation model to represent a fleet of fighter aircraft, with three different 

types of scheduled maintenance as well as unscheduled maintenance.  The main measure is average availability, with both 

peacetime and wartime situations considered.  They then seek to apply heuristic methods (Mattila & Virtanen, 2006) to 

maximise the average availability over a one-year period.  They next apply a reinforcement learning approach (Mattila & 

Virtanen, 2011) to maximise the availability indefinitely while exceeding a target availability over a finite time horizon.  

They test various ‘policies,’ such as whether or not to start or delay maintenance on a particular aircraft depending on the 

current maintenance capacity and residual flight time.  A further paper (Mattila & Virtanen, 2014) combines the discrete-

event simulation model with a multi-objective simulated annealing algorithm to generate a decision support tool that seeks 

to maximise average aircraft availability and minimise deviation from the ‘target’ maintenance schedule.  Marlow & 

Novak (2013) also developed a discrete-event simulation model to determine the size of a fleet of naval combat helicopters.  

The daily model over a 30 year fleet life tested the fleet size required to achieve annual embarked and ashore flying hour 

requirements as well as a specified number of embarked aircraft every day.  It included various options for daily flying 

and maintenance allocations, as well as scheduled and unscheduled maintenance, deployments and exercises, and 
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modification programs.  Seguin (2011) developed a simulation model to assist with training planning for a flying school 

for the Canadian Air Force.  The aim was to be able to predict how long a training course should last and determine the 

critical factors that cause delays.  The model includes instructors, remedial training, stand-down periods and weather 

effects.  Aircraft breakages are managed probabilistically with short repair times.  The model results showed that aircraft 

availability was a major bottleneck. 

This work both combines elements of and differs from previous work in the field, in the following ways: 

 It develops a daily plan for a short planning horizon, with allocations for flying and phased maintenance rates; 

 It considers not just whether aircraft are serviceable (by our definition, i.e., able to fly), but also whether they 

are in two different types of maintenance: frequent (in this case, daily) regular inspections, or less-frequent 

phased maintenance; 

 It allows variation in when aircraft are inducted into phased maintenance, including a maintenance capacity, 

with penalties enforced for late inductions; 

 It seeks to enforce some type of flying hour stagger at specified time steps, allowing appropriate separation of 

aircraft in the squadron and an orderly induction into phased maintenance. 

As with many earlier papers, unscheduled maintenance is not explicitly considered in this work.  This is noted as a 

deficiency, since (as has been acknowledged) unscheduled maintenance is a significant issue that can affect planning, 

especially in the short term.  Nevertheless, a) fleet planners still need to have a plan to work to, so an optimal plan can 

demonstrate what can be achieved under ‘perfect’ conditions where there is no unscheduled maintenance; and b) this work 

incorporates ‘planning’ for unscheduled maintenance, in the same way it is done in the fleet, by enforcing a constraint that 

requires a specified number of spare aircraft every day. 

Problem Formulation 

We develop a MIP to generate a daily flying and maintenance plan for a squadron of aircraft over a short planning horizon.  

Our aim is for the fleet to meet all of its requirements during the planning horizon, for flying requirements, regular inspections 

and phased maintenance.  However, aircraft are not compelled to fly each day, and neither are they compelled to have 

maintenance man-hours applied to them.  If they do fly, or are maintained, the amount allocated falls within provided 

ranges.  A flexible induction approach allows aircraft to enter phased maintenance at optimal times, and discourages (but 

permits) inductions beyond the prescribed flying hour limit. 

We also seek for these requirements to be fulfilled while ensuring an appropriate separation or ‘stagger’ of aircraft in 

the fleet regarding the spread of flying hours at appropriate times.  This is similar to the approach of Pippin (1998) in 

Figure 1.  The aim of this ‘aircraft flowchart’ is to align an aircraft with a position on a pre-determined goal line in order 

to provide a steady flow of aircraft into maintenance. 

 

Figure 1. A Battalion Flow Chart, showing the ‘goal line’ for generating a steady-state flow of aircraft into maintenance.  From Pippin (1998). 
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This approach differs from Pippin (1998) in that it explicitly includes time steps as part of the formulation.  It also does 

not seek to enforce the stagger at each time step – rather, it is enforced at specified times.  This allows aircraft to shift 

relative positions in between the times when the stagger is enforced.  This swapping of positions may mimic reality when 

an aircraft goes into unscheduled maintenance for a few days.  In this case, fleet planners may fly an aircraft that is behind 

it in consumed flying hours at a faster rate, allowing it to overtake the unserviceable aircraft’s relative position until that 

aircraft becomes serviceable again.  This method is also sufficiently flexible to allow day-to-day variations in the number 

of aircraft that are either serviceable, in regular inspections or in phased maintenance, as occurs in practice. 

In our case, we pre-set the positions expecting the phased maintenance capacity to be filled (i.e., those positions are zero 

flying hours).  The remaining positions are assigned to serviceable aircraft and those undergoing regular inspections.  A 

description of the formulation is given below. 

Mathematical Formulation 

Indexed Sets 

A   set of aircraft:       
max{1.. }a A n   

T   set of time periods (currently days):    
max{1.. }t T t   

E T   subset of days when flying hour stagger is enforced:  e E  

P   set of positions for flying hour stagger:    p P  

L   set of piecewise linear intervals for stagger positions:  l L  

 
Parameters            Units  

 
toth   required total fleet flying hours over plan horizon      [fly hr] 
min

th   minimum fleet flying hours on day t       [fly hr] 

max

th   maximum fleet flying hours on day t       [fly hr] 

min

ah   minimum flying hours for aircraft a over plan horizon     [fly hr] 

max

ah   maximum flying hours for aircraft a over plan horizon     [fly hr] 

min

ath   minimum flying hours for aircraft a on day t (if chosen to fly)    [fly hr] 

max

ath   maximum flying hours for aircraft a on day t (if chosen to fly)    [fly hr] 

i   maximum number of consecutive days an aircraft not in phased maintenance 

  can be idle          [days] 

u   specified number of spare serviceable aircraft each day     [aircraft] 

   variation from average of total fleet flying hours flown by a single aircraft  [0,1] 

r   flying hours between phased maintenance      [fly hr] 

   aircraft may enter phased maintenance if (1 )r   hours (1 )r     [0,1] 

linep   maintenance man-hours available per phased maintenance line per day   [mmh] 

max

tp   maximum available maintenance man-hours on day t      [mmh] 

max

atp   maximum maintenance man-hours for aircraft a on day t (if chosen)   [mmh] 

phc   number of phased maintenance lines        [lines] 

s   maintenance man-hours required for phased service      [mmh] 
regd   days between regular inspections       [days] 

pgoal   goal for 
ph

atF (see Decision Variables) at position p      [fly hr] 

altelim
  deviation below goal for aircraft a in interval l at end of day t    [fly hr] 

altelim
   deviation above goal for aircraft a in interval l at end of day t    [fly hr] 
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totw   penalty for not achieving total fleet hours over horizon     [per fly hr] 
day

tw   penalty for not achieving daily fleet hours at end of day t     [per fly hr] 

tailw   penalty for not achieving required aircraft hours over horizon    [per fly hr] 
,late phw   penalty for 

ph

atF  exceeding r         [per fly hr] 

altw
  penalty for 

ph

atF  above pgoal  for aircraft a in interval l at end of day t   [per fly hr] 

altw
  penalty for 

ph

atF  below pgoal  for aircraft a in interval l at end of day t   [per fly hr] 

0

ph

aF   initial status of flying hours since last phased service for aircraft a   [fly hr] 

0

ph

aM   initial status of maintenance man-hours in phased service for aircraft a   [mmh] 

0

s

aX   initial serviceability status        {0,1} 

0

reg

aX   initial regular inspection status         {0,1} 

0

ph

aX   initial phased maintenance status       {0,1} 

 

Decision Variables  

 
day

atF   hours assigned to aircraft a on day t       [fly hr] 

ph

atF   hours since last phased service for aircraft a at end of day t    [fly hr] 

day

atM   maintenance hours applied to aircraft a on day t      [mmh] 

ph

atM   maintenance hours in phased service for aircraft a at end of day t    [mmh] 

totE   hours below the fleet required total for the planning horizon    [fly hr] 

tE
  hours below the daily minimum at end of day t      [fly hr] 

aE
  hours below the requirement for aircraft a for the planning horizon   [fly hr] 

,late ph

atE   hours above the phased service induction limit for aircraft a at end of day t  [fly hr] 

altE
  hours for aircraft a above its assigned position in interval l at end of day t   [fly hr] 

altE
  hours for aircraft a below its assigned position in interval l at end of day t   [fly hr] 

,ph flex

atE   hours above the phased service minimum for aircraft a at end of day t   [fly hr] 

s

atX   1 if aircraft a is serviceable on day t, 0 otherwise 

s

atY   1 if aircraft a that is serviceable flies on day t, 0 otherwise 

,ent ph

atX   1 if aircraft a enters phased maintenance at the end of day t, 0 otherwise 

ph

atX   1 if aircraft a is in phased maintenance on day t, 0 otherwise 

ph

atY   1 if aircraft a in phased maintenance has maintenance man-hours applied on day t, 0 otherwise 

,ex ph

atX   1 if aircraft a exits phased maintenance at the end of day t, 0 otherwise 

,ent reg

atX   1 if aircraft a enters a regular inspection at the end of day t, 0 otherwise 

reg

atX   1 if aircraft a is undergoing a regular inspection on day t, 0 otherwise 

,ex reg

atX   1 if aircraft a exits a regular inspection at the end of day t, 0 otherwise 

ap

aptX   1 if aircraft a is assigned position p on day t, 0 otherwise 
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Minimize 
,

, ,

,

, , ,

tot tot day tail late ph

t t a at alt alt

t a a t a

late ph

alt alt

l t a l t

Z w E w E w w w EE w EE               

Subject to 

  
,

 day tot tot

at

a t

F h E             (1) 

  
minday

at t t

a

F h E         t T      (2) 

  
maxday

at t

a

F h         t T      (3) 

  
minday

at a a

t

F h E        a A     (4) 

  
maxday

at a

t

F h        a A     (5) 

  
s s

at atY X        ,a A t T      (6) 

  
day s min

at at atF Y h         ,a A t T      (7) 

  
day s max

at at atF Y h        ,a A t T      (8) 

    ( )
t

s reg s

at at at

t t i

X X Y i  

 

         ,a A t i       (9) 

  ( )s s

at at

a

X Y u         t T      (10) 

  (1 ) (1 )ph

at

ph

atXF r        ,a A t T      (11) 

  
0

ph ph da

at

y

aa tF FF        , 1a A t       (12) 

         
, ,

, 1 , 1 , 1(1 )ph day ph flex ent ph

a t at a t a tF F E rX          , 1a A t     

  
, 0ph flex

atE         , 1a A t       (13) 

   
,2 ent ph

atrX       , 1a A t     

  
,( )1 phph late ph

at at atF r EX        ,a A t T      (14) 

  1ap

apt

p

X         ,a A t E      (15) 

  1ap

apt

a

X         ,p P t E      (16) 

  
apph

a p apt alt alt

p l l

t goal X EF E          ,a A t E      (17) 

  
alt lE elim         , ,a A l L t E      (18) 

  alt lE elim         , ,a A l L t E      (19) 

  
maxday

at t

a

M p       t T      (20) 

  
ph ph

at atY X        ,a A t T      (21) 

  
day ph max

at at atM Y p       ,a A t T      (22) 

  
ph ph

at

a

X c        t T      (23) 

  
ph

atM s        ,a A t T      (24) 
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0

phph day

at ataM M M       , 1a A t       (25) 

          
,

, 1 , 1

daph ex py

aa t tt

h

aM sXM        , 1a A t     

   , / (1 )ent ph ph

at atX F r       ,a A t T      (26) 

  
, /ex ph ph

at atX M s       ,a A t T      (27) 

  

 

,

1

1

reg

t
ent reg s

at at

t

reg

dt

X
d

X
 

       , rega A t d      (28) 

  

 

,

1

( 1)
reg

t
s ent rr eg

at

d

a

eg

t

t t

dX X
 



 

       , rega A t d      (29) 

  
,

0

ex reg reg

at aX X        , 1a A t       (30) 

             
,

, 1

ent reg

a tX        , 1a A t      

  
0

s s

at aX X        , 1a A t       (31) 

         
, , , ,

, 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1

s ent ph ex ph ent reg ex reg

a t a t a t a t a tX X X X X           , 1a A t     

  
0

ph ph

at aX X        , 1a A t       (32) 

          
, ,

, 1 , 1 , 1

ph ent ph ex ph

a t a t a tX X X          , 1a A t       

  
0

reg

t

reg

a aX X        , 1a A t       (33) 

          
, ,

, 1 , 1 , 1

ent reg ex reg

a t a

g

t

r

t a

eX X X         , 1a A t       

  1s ph reg

at at atX X X         ,a A t T      (34) 

  , , , 0day day ph ph

at at at atF M F M       ,a A t T      (35) 

  0totE             (36) 

  0tE          t T      (37) 

  0aE          a A     (38) 

  
, ,, 0ph flex late ph

at atE E        ,a A t T      (39) 

  0,alt altE E          , ,a A l L t T      (40) 

   , , , ,, ,, , , , , , 0,1s ph s ent ph ex ph ent reg ex reg

at at a

ph

t

r

at at at at at at

egX X Y Y X X X X X   ,a A t T      (41) 

   0,1ap

aptX         , ,a A p P t E      (42) 

 

The objective expresses the total of various penalty values, regarding: 

1. Not achieving the overall target fleet flying hours for the planning horizon; 

2. Not achieving at least the minimum number of fleet flying hours each day; 

3. Not achieving the required flying hours for each individual aircraft over the planning horizon; 

4. Exceeding the phased service induction limit; and 

5. Too great a separation in flying hours from the desired aircraft position to maintain the flying hour stagger at 

the specified time. 

Constraint sets (1)-(10) are the daily flying constraints.  The group of constraint sets (1)-(5) considers the flying rate per 

aircraft per day.  Constraint set (1) requires the fleet to fly at least the given number of hours over the duration of the plan 

or measures the difference. For computational testing, we set the required number of hours as the daily average of the 

minimum and maximum hours allowed multiplied by the length of the time horizon, i.e.: 

 min max

2

max

t ttot
t h h

h 
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Constraint sets (2) and (3) allow the daily flying program some flexibility in meeting the overall requirements, but force 

the fleet to achieve an amount within a given range.  If the minimum daily amount is not met, the difference is noted.  For 

computational testing (noting that we do not vary 
min

ath and
max

ath with aircraft a), we set: 

 
max

min min max max1
(1 ) 0.7

2 1

ph

at att reg

n
h h h n c

d


 
   


 


  t T   

 
max

max min max max1
(1 ) 0.7

2 1

ph

at att reg

n
h h h n c

d


 
   


 


  t T  . 

The calculated values of 
min

th  and 
max

th  are rounded.  These formulae are designed to capture the likely number of 

serviceable aircraft on a given day, both through scheduled maintenance (the right most expression in parentheses) and an 

arbitrary amount allowing for unscheduled maintenance (the 0.7). 
Constraint sets (4) and (5) enforce a range of hours for each aircraft over the duration of the plan.  As for the daily 

requirement any difference is noted if the minimum amount is not met.  The minimum and maximum flying hours are 

determined by: 

 min max

min
(1 )

2

max

t t

a max

h h t
h

n

 
   a A     

 min

m

max

ax
(1 )

2

max

t t

a max

h h t
h

n

 
   a A  .   

Constraint set (6) ensures that only serviceable aircraft can fly.  Constraint sets (7) and (8) give an allowable range of 

flying hours per day for a serviceable aircraft that is selected to fly.   

Constraint sets (9)-(10) seek to replicate existing fleet planning practices.  Constraint set (9) forces a serviceable aircraft 

to fly if it has been idle for a given number of days (including if it has been undergoing a regular inspection).  Constraint 

set (10) ensures that there is at least a certain number of serviceable aircraft that do not fly on a given day (which can be 

considered ‘spares’ if unexpected failures occur).   

Constraint sets (11)-(14) track the flying hours until the next phased service.  Constraint set (11) ensures that the phased 

maintenance induction interval r  cannot be exceeded (allowing for a maximum variation (1 )r ), and is zero when an 

aircraft is in phased maintenance.  Constraint set (12) updates the flying hours since the last phased service with any hours 

flown on a given day, and resets it to zero after an aircraft enters phased maintenance.  At the first time step, the initial 

values of 
0

ph

aF are used in the calculations in (12).  This constraint set also includes an elastic variable 
,ph flex

atE which 

monitors the difference between the minimum allowable value for phased induction (1 )r and the actual induction 

value for 
ph

atF .  Constraint set (13) provides the maximum value for 
,ph flex

atE  when an aircraft is inducted, equal to 

(1 ) (1 )r r    flying hours.  If 
ph

atF r  at induction, constraint set (14) measures the excess, which is penalised in 

the objective function.   

Constraint sets (15)-(19) seek a flying hour ‘stagger’ of aircraft at chosen time steps e E T   as discussed previously.  

Following Pippin (1998), constraint sets (15) and (16) ensure that each aircraft can only take one position, and each position 

can only be filled by one aircraft, respectively.  Constraint set (17) encourages each aircraft towards one of the ‘goal’ 

positions, with a variation for some penalty either above or below the goal position.  Constraint sets (18) and (19) set up 

piecewise linear penalties to discourage too much variation from a goal position.   

Constraint sets (20)-(23) are the daily phased maintenance constraints.  Constraint set (20) ensures that maintenance 

manpower cannot be exceeded on a given day.  Constraint set (21) ensures only aircraft in maintenance can be maintained.  

Constraint set (22) limits the maintenance man-hours per day for aircraft in maintenance that are chosen to be maintained.  

Constraint set (23) limits the number of aircraft in phased maintenance on any day to the maintenance capacity.  In this 

constraint set,
max ph line

tp c p and 
max line

atp p .   

Constraint sets (24)-(25) track the number of maintenance man-hours until an aircraft exits phased maintenance.  Constraint 

set (24) ensures that the number of maintenance man-hours in a phased service cannot be exceeded.  Constraint set (25) 

updates the man-hours in maintenance and re-sets them to zero after aircraft exit phased maintenance: at the first time step 

the initial values 0

ph

aM  are used. 
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Constraint sets (26)-(30) handle transitions of aircraft from a serviceable state to being in maintenance, and from 

maintenance back to serviceable.  These tests are undertaken at the end of the day.  Constraint set (26) allows an aircraft to 

enter phased maintenance once it has achieved (1 )r  flying hours since its previous phased service.  These work with 

constraint set (11) to set the allowable range for induction into phased maintenance, which is forced at (1 )r  flying hours.  

Constraint set (27) works with constraint set (24) to force an aircraft to exit phased maintenance.  An aircraft must complete the 

full amount of maintenance prior to exiting – there is no flexibility that allows an aircraft to leave maintenance early.   

Constraint sets (28) and (29) combine to test whether an aircraft is due for a regular inspection.  This occurs when an 

aircraft has been serviceable for a certain number of consecutive days.  Until 
regt d , the model uses a fixed schedule of 

regular inspections, such that the same number of aircraft are in regular inspections on a given day.  Constraint set (30) 

ensures that the duration of the regular inspection is one day. 
Constraint set (31) updates the serviceable state of an aircraft based on its previous state and whether or not an aircraft 

has entered or exited maintenance.  Similarly, constraint set (32) tracks whether aircraft are in phased maintenance, and 

constraint set (33) tracks whether aircraft are undergoing regular inspections.  At the first time step the states take their 

initialised values.  Constraint set (34) ensures that aircraft are either serviceable, in phased maintenance or undergoing 

regular inspections.  Constraint sets (35)-(42) declare variable types.  

Representative Test Cases 

We provide a variety of test cases with options shown in Table 1.  We form 16 test cases from all possible combinations 

of: aircraft (12 or 24); days in a planning horizon (20 or 30); flying requirements (normal or 50% loading); and initial 

conditions (good or bad).  Squadron sizes vary between militaries and aircraft types, but are typically between 12 and 24 

aircraft (see for example Jane’s World Navies, 2017).  In related literature, Hahn & Newman (2008) consider 9-10 aircraft; 

Mattila & Virtanen (2011) consider 16 aircraft; and Cho (2011) considers 15 aircraft.   

We consider a planning range of 20 to 30 days, equivalent to a working month: either 4 weeks of 5 days a week, or 

continuous operations.  We test various flying requirements from a ‘normal’ load where the squadron should have the 

capacity to meet the requirements; to a 50% loading on 
min

th and 
max

th  which is expected to stretch the fleet.  We also 

consider varying initial conditions to test the model’s ability under varying circumstances.  ‘Good’ initial conditions mean 

that a flying hour ‘stagger’ is already in place; ‘bad’ initial conditions mean that there is a poor initial stagger.  The stagger 

constraints are enforced every 10 days. 

Table 1. Options that form test cases for experiments. 

# Aircraft # Days Flying Hours Requirement Initial Conditions 

12 20 Normal Good 

24 30 50% loading Bad 

 

Initial values for model parameters are as follows: for aircraft daily flying ranges, 
min 3ath   and 

max 6ath  .  For regular 

inspections, 4regd  .  Other parameters are 6i  , while 0.25  .  For phased maintenance inductions, 200r   with 

0.1  ; and while in phased maintenance, 300s  , 50linep   and 2phc   (for the 12 aircraft cases).  Where applicable, 

the numbers for the 24 aircraft cases are doubled, e.g. 1u   for 12 aircraft and 2u   for 24 aircraft.   

The aircraft positions are also preset, in accordance with maintaining a stagger with a gap of 
max/ ( )phr n c   .  

Therefore, for a 12 aircraft squadron with 2 phased maintenance lines, position 1 (i.e., 1goal ) is 20 flying hours, 2goal  is 

40 flying hours, etc., up to 10goal  of 200 flying hours: the remaining two positions are zero for aircraft in phased mainte-

nance.  For 24 aircraft, pgoal  intervals are 10 flying hours.  The values for lelim  are 4 flying hours for 12 aircraft and 2 

for 24 aircraft.  When initializing the decision variables, for the 12 aircraft cases, tails 5 and 10 are assumed to be in a regular 

inspection (i.e., 5,0 10,0 1reg regX X  ), with tails 11 and 12 in phased maintenance (i.e., 11,0 12,0 1ph phX X  ).  Tails 11 and 12 

have 0

ph

aM  100 and 200 maintenance man-hours consumed respectively.  All other tails are serviceable. When there are 

‘good’ initial conditions, the initial stagger is 20 flying hours of separation between each serviceable aircraft with 0

ph

aF  

ranging from 10 to 190.  If the initial conditions are ‘bad’, pairs of aircraft are initialised with 0

ph

aF  of 10, 50, 110, 150 

and 190 flying hours, while 0

ph

aM  is 100 for both aircraft in phased maintenance.   
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For the 24 aircraft cases, these instances are duplicated: i.e. tails 17 and 22 are in regular inspection initially, etc.  The 

‘good’ initial conditions in this case have a separation of 10 flying hours for serviceable aircraft and 50 for aircraft in 

phased maintenance (from 100 to 250).  The ‘bad’ initial conditions add pairs of aircraft with 20, 60, 120, 160 and 200 

flying hours consumed, along with pairs of aircraft with 100 and 200 maintenance man-hours consumed. 

Penalty values need to capture a squadron’s desire to foremost satisfy flight hours requirements while also ensuring 

some stagger.  We use penalty values designed to capture a squadron’s priorities: 50totw  , 2tailw  and 
, 5late phw  .  

For 
day

tw , the values start at 2 for the first 10 days, decreasing to 1.5 for the next 10 and (when applicable) 1 for the 

remaining 10.  The 
altw

 and 
altw

 are set according to the formula 
110( 1) tl   , where l represents the piecewise linear 

intervals around the pre-set aircraft positions and ( 0.95)   is a discount factor.  Therefore, the penalty associated with 

not meeting the desired positions both increases (depending on the magnitude of the difference from the position) and 

decreases (over time).  If the value of 
ph

atF  is sufficiently close to the pre-set position (i.e., within 1elim  hours), no penalty is 

enforced. 
We implement our MIP using General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) (GAMS, 2017a) release 24.8.3 and solve 

using CPLEX version 12.7 (GAMS, 2017b). A typical 12 aircraft-20 days instance has approximately 12,000 constraints 

and 6,800 variables (2,400 of them binary), while a 24 aircraft-30 days instances has approximately 36,000 constraints 

and 20,200 variables (7,200 of them binary).  We report computational times using an HP Z280 workstation with an Intel 

Xeon CPU 2.1 GHz processor and 64 GB of RAM running Windows 7 Enterprise (64-bit), with GAMS/CPLEX using up 

to four cores. 

Results and Discussion 

Table 2 provides the results for the various test cases.  In our nomenclature, ‘a’ represents the number of aircraft; ‘t’ represents 

the number of days; ‘IC’ represents the initial conditions, either good (‘y’) or bad (‘n’); and ‘f’ represents the flying hour 

requirement, either normal (‘00’) or with a 50% loading (‘50’).  When an optimal solution is found, we present the objective 

value and the run time.  Initially, we set a time limit of one hour: if an optimal solution is not found in that time, we present 

the lower and upper bounds and the optimality gap, both in percentage terms and as an absolute value.  The optimality gap 

termination tolerances are set at 1% and 1 respectively and are enforced depending on whichever occurs first (noting that 

both may be satisfied simultaneously).  We consider a one-hour limit as acceptable for a fleet planner.   

Table 2. Results for test cases with a time limit of one hour.  

Test Case 
Objective Optimality Gap 

Run Time (s) 
Z LB UB % Value 

a12_t20_ICy_f00 44   0 0 4 

a12_t20_ICy_f50 46    <1 10 

a12_t20_ICn_f00 411   <1  22 

a12_t20_ICn_f50 361   <1  35 

a12_t30_ICy_f00 46    <1 181 

a12_t30_ICy_f50 0   0 0 26 

a12_t30_ICn_f00  210 242 13.2 32 >3,600 

a12_t30_ICn_f50  130 190 31.6 60 >3,600 

a24_t20_ICy_f00  106 108 1.9 2 >3,600 

a24_t20_ICy_f50  89 120 25.8 31 >3,600 

a24_t20_ICn_f00  638 1,198 46.7 560 >3,600 

a24_t20_ICn_f50  806 1,039 22.4 233 >3,600 

a24_t30_ICy_f00  10 117 91.5 107 >3,600 

a24_t30_ICy_f50 0   0 0 102 

a24_t30_ICn_f00  50 714 93.0 664 >3,600 

a24_t30_ICn_f50  0 513 100.0 513 >3,600 
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According to these results, just under half of the test cases returned optimal solutions within the one hour limit, and five 

of these were within one minute.  Perhaps unsurprisingly, all of the 12 aircraft-20 day cases returned optimal solutions 

rapidly, while only one of the 24 aircraft-30 day cases returned an optimal solution within the one hour limit.  Two cases 

returned an objective value of zero. 

Given that the majority of the test cases do not solve to optimality within the desired time limit, we seek a heuristic 

approach that provides reasonable solutions while meeting the time requirements.  We observe that the test cases run faster 

for the instances where there are smaller numbers of aircraft and shorter durations (fortunately, a typical case for Australian 

squadrons).  Therefore we ‘split’ a test case as evenly as possible into subsets and run them separately.  We implement 

this by partitioning the aircraft into smaller squadrons and partition the corresponding stagger positions accordingly.  Flying 

hour requirements, maintenance effort and maintenance capacity can be divided evenly using the splits.  The only exception 

is the spare aircraft requirements, which is done as follows: for the 12 aircraft cases, one of the 6 aircraft splits is allocated 

the single spare aircraft; for the 24 aircraft cases, 1 of the 2 spares is allocated to each 12 aircraft split.  The split ca se 

results can then be re-combined to generate the full heuristic solution. 

For the 12 aircraft cases that have excessive run times, we use two separate cases for 6 aircraft.  For the 24 aircraft cases, 

we split these into two 12 aircraft cases with the exception of the a24_t30_ICn cases: because the a12_t30_ICn cases 

originally also did not converge within an hour, we split these into four separate 6 aircraft cases.  In the ICy cases, splits 

are conducted to generate a 40 flying hour (for 6 aircraft) or 20 flying hour (12 aircraft) gap between aircraft for their 

0

ph

aF  and 
0

ph

aM values and the 
pgoal  values – e.g., for the 24 aircraft cases, one split will have 

0

ph

aF =
pgoal = 10, 30, 50, 

…, 190 and 
0

ph

aM  = 100, whereas the other split have 
0

ph

aF =
pgoal = 20, 40, 60, …, 200 and 

0

ph

aM  = 200.  For the ICn 

cases, since the 
0

ph

aF  and 
0

ph

aM  values are originally paired, the split separates these pairs so that these values are the 

same in each split.  The 
pgoal  values are generally then allocated to each split as for the ICy cases. 

The results comparing the original objective values and run times with the split objective values and run times are 

provided in Table 3.  The split values include the summed objective values and run times.  The split cases converge to an 

optimal solution in every instance.  

Table 3. Results for test cases comparing the original results with the split results.  Those original cases that converged in less than 

one minute do not have splits applied. 

Test Case 
Objective (original) Objective (splits) 

Z LB UB Time (s) Σ(Z) Σ(Time) 

a12_t20_ICy_f00 44   4 n/a  

a12_t20_ICy_f50 46   10 n/a  

a12_t20_ICn_f00 411   22 n/a  

a12_t20_ICn_f50 361   35 n/a  

a12_t30_ICy_f00 46   181 219 8 

a12_t30_ICy_f50 0   26 n/a  

a12_t30_ICn_f00  210 242 >3,600 571 9 

a12_t30_ICn_f50  130 190 >3,600 310 16 

a24_t20_ICy_f00  106 108 >3,600 108 27 

a24_t20_ICy_f50  89 120 >3,600 120 55 

a24_t20_ICn_f00  638 1,193 >3,600 1,360 118 

a24_t20_ICn_f50  806 1,039 >3,600 1,265 209 

a24_t30_ICy_f00  10 117 >3,600 117 1,386 

a24_t30_ICy_f50 0   102 0 37 

a24_t30_ICn_f00  50 714 >3,600 2,129 23 

a24_t30_ICn_f50  0 513 >3,600 1,733 87 

 

These results provide encouragement that the splitting heuristic is successful in providing solutions well within the desired 

time limits.  Significantly, in all of the tested a24 and ICy cases, the splits provide objective values that were equal to the 

optimal or upper bound values of the original cases (further tests indicated that some of those upper bounds were the optimal 
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objective function values when the time limit was extended).  For the ICn cases, the results for 24 aircraft over 20 days are 

close to the upper bounds.  The most problematic results remain the a24_t30_ICn cases – while the splits give results in 

good time, the quality is reduced.  This is due to the difficulty in allocating limited positions in a 6-aircraft split with a 

poorly-initialised stagger without incurring significant stagger penalties.  The corresponding original 24 aircraft cases 

allow greater flexibility for aircraft to move between positions, but at significant computational cost.   

Due to the multi-objective nature of the problem, the respective contributions to the penalties in the objective function 

for our original test cases are of interest.  These are shown in Table 4 and combine the weightings and penalty values.  

The penalties are represented in order as stated in the objective function, namely: the total flying hours requirement over 

the planning horizon; the daily flying requirement; the individual aircraft requirement; late inductions of aircraft into 

phased maintenance; and not meeting the desired flying hour stagger.  When no convergence was achieved within one 

hour, the upper bounds for the optimal value are used. 

Table 4. Contribution of each component of the objective function to Z (boldface) or the upper bound for all test cases.   

Test Case 
Objective Function Contribution 

Z/UB Total Daily Aircraft Late Stagger 

a12_t20_ICy_f00 44 0 0 44 0 0 

a12_t20_ICy_f50 46 0 0 46 0 0 

a12_t20_ICn_f00 411 0 0 44 20 347 

a12_t20_ICn_f50 361 0 0 44 60 257 

a12_t30_ICy_f00 46 0 0 46 0 0 

a12_t30_ICy_f50 0 0 0 0 0 0 

a12_t30_ICn_f00 242 0 0 54 0 188 

a12_t30_ICn_f50 190 0 0 50 0 140 

a24_t20_ICy_f00 108 0 0 100 0 8 

a24_t20_ICy_f50 120 0 0 112 0 8 

a24_t20_ICn_f00 1,193 0 0 112 140 941 

a24_t20_ICn_f50 1,039 0 0 100 230 709 

a24_t30_ICy_f00 117 0 0 112 0 5 

a24_t30_ICy_f50 0 0 0 0 0 0 

a24_t30_ICn_f00 714 0 0 88 120 506 

a24_t30_ICn_f50 513 0 0 71 0 442 

 

These results clearly show the impact of the top priority being the satisfaction of the total flying hours requirement.  

They also demonstrate the difficulties in attempting to meet competing requirements.  In almost every instance, there is a 

penalty for not meeting individual aircraft flying requirements, suggesting that meeting the total flying requirements could 

almost always not be achieved without sacrificing individual aircraft goals.  When the initial stagger is good, the stagger 

penalties are either zero or very low; conversely, when the initial stagger is poor, the stagger penalties are very high.   

All of the requirements are inter-related.  In order to meet the total requirement over the planning horizon, a daily 

requirement must be met, to which various aircraft need to contribute.  In some instances, this forces aircraft to be inducted 

into phased maintenance beyond the desired induction point, incurring a penalty.  Also, if the only driver in the plan is to 

meet the flying requirements at any cost, this may lead to decisions that result in aircraft queuing for phased maintenance 

later on – thus adversely affecting the ability to meet the flying program at that time.   

Clearly the results will be heavily impacted by the user-provided weightings.  Given the results in Table 4, some 

additional runs were performed with influential penalties removed that yielded interesting results.  Removing the aircraft 

penalty for the a24_ICy cases generated objective values of zero in seconds (a24_t20_ICy_f00), or upper bounds of single 

figures in seconds (a24_t20_ICy_f50) or minutes (a24_t30_ICy_f00).  For a fleet planner, removing this penalty may be 

acceptable to help maintain a stagger in the short term.  However, over the long term, it is important that all tails contribute 

to the flying program, and thus regularly meet a minimum short-term flying requirement.  Notably, removing the stagger 

penalty for all ICn cases generated objective values of zero almost instantaneously.  These findings acknowledge the 

influence of meeting the stagger on the model’s run time – however, the resulting distribution of values for 
ph

atF  is unlikely 

to be a satisfactory trade-off for a fleet planner.  
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Finally, we present some results for the 
ph

atF  decision variables.  These variables track the flying hours since the last 

phased service for each aircraft at each time step.  These results illustrate the ‘plan’ that fleet planners could follow in 

order to achieve the optimal value returned by the model: which aircraft fly and how much, when regular inspections are 

required, when to induct them into phased maintenance, and when they return to serviceability.  
Figure 2 shows the results for one of the 6 aircraft 30 day split cases, with good initial conditions and a normal flight 

load.  In this instance the objective value is 95, due to a combination of daily flying, individual tail hours and stagger 

position penalties. 

 

Figure 2. Fleet plan for 6 aircraft over a 30 day planning horizon with good initial conditions and a normal flying load.   

The stagger is enforced on days 10, 20 and 30.  On day 10 the separation (in this case, 40 hours) is met within the 

prescribed non-penalised limits.  On days 20 and 30, some small penalties are incurred, e.g., aircraft 4 and 5 on day 30 are 

slightly above their desired positions at 0 (i.e., having one aircraft in phased maintenance) and 20 respectively.  Regular 

inspections are staggered: tail 5 has a regular inspection on day 1, with the next on day 6; tail 2 starts its cycle on day 2; 

tail 4 on day 3; tail 1 on day 4; and tail 3 on day 5.  Following its regular inspection on day 5, tail 3 does not fly for the 

next two days, so it is either idle or chosen as the spare aircraft for those days.  Two aircraft (tail 4 and tail 5) are inducted 

into phased maintenance during the planning horizon, with tail 4 inducted early.  Three aircraft (in order, tails 6, 5 and 4) 

return from phased maintenance.  Since the stagger penalty is greater than the aircraft penalty, the results prioritise meeting 

the stagger.  This is sensible from a short-term planning perspective, as flying rates over a period of days or weeks will 

constitute a very small percentage of the aircraft’s life-of-type.   
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Figure 3 shows the results for one of the original 12 aircraft-20 day cases, but this time with bad initial conditions and a 

50% flight load (i.e., a12_t20_ICn_f50)  In this instance, the objective value is 361, with penalties incurred for aircraft not 

meeting their minimum requirements, late induction into phased maintenance, and not meeting the desired stagger. 

 

Figure 3. Fleet plan for 12 aircraft over a 20 day planning horizon with bad initial conditions and a 50% flight loading.   

The flying and maintenance plan achieves some success in repairing the poor initial stagger conditions.  This is evident 

at the first implementation on day 10, when no stagger penalty is incurred.  With the discount factor on the goal position 

penalty in the objective function, the importance of enforcing the stagger is diminished by day 20.  Aircraft 9 and 10 both 

incur a late induction penalty, while aircraft 10 also incurs the bulk of the aircraft penalty.  In this instance three aircraft 

are inducted into phased maintenance, with aircraft 7 (early) and 10 (late) inducted on the same day. 

Summary 

We formulate, implement, and test a MIP to plan daily flying and maintenance of a squadron of military aircraft over a 

short time horizon.  This is the first MIP for modelling daily flying and maintenance to include: a planning horizon of a 

few weeks; the implementation of a flying stagger at specified time intervals; the explicit use of spare aircraft; and two 

different types of scheduled maintenance.  We report on 16 realistic test cases that vary squadron sizes, planning horizons, 

flying requirements and initial conditions.  We initially impose a time limit of one hour and find the MIP provides face-valid 

prescriptions to each test case even when not guaranteed to be optimal.  Using a heuristic approach provides vastly 

improved solution times while in several instances generating the same combined objective value or upper bound as in the 

original cases.  Overall, we find the MIP capable of aiding squadrons with their short-term fleet planning.  
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